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Abstract: Precise knowledge of the location of the material in the LHCb vertex locator (VELO)
is essential to reducing background in searches for long-lived exotic particles, and in identifying
jets that originate from beauty and charm quarks. Secondary interactions of hadrons produced in
beam-gas collisions are used to map the location of material in the VELO. Using this material map,
along with properties of a reconstructed secondary vertex and its constituent tracks, a p-value can
be assigned to the hypothesis that the secondary vertex originates from a material interaction. A
validation of this procedure is presented using photon conversions to dimuons.
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1 Introduction
Precise knowledge of the location of the material in the LHCb vertex locator (VELO) [1] is essential
to reducing background in searches for long-lived exotic particles (see, e.g., refs. [2, 3]), and in
identifying jets that originate from beauty and charm quarks [4]. The VELO aperture is smaller
than required by the LHC beams during injection; therefore, the VELO consists of two retractable
halves that close about the interaction region after the LHC beams are stable, resulting in fill-by-fill
movement of the VELO material. The location of the pp-collision region changes by O(0.1mm)
from year to year, and changed by ≈ 0.5mm between the first and second LHC runs. As part of the
LHCb data calibration process, a software-based alignment procedure is used to precisely determine
the location of each VELO module, and in addition, to account for the fill-by-fill movement of each
VELO half [5]. This alignment procedure, however, can only precisely determine the location of
active sensor elements. An alternative approach is required to fully map the VELO material.
This article presents a study of the VELO material based on secondary hadronic interactions,
an approach previously used by LHCb to determine the VELO aperture [6] and widely used
by other experiments to study detector material (see, e.g., ref. [7]). The typical resolution on the
reconstructed vertex position for a secondary hadronic interaction is about 0.04mm in r and 0.4mm
in z,1 which enables the construction of a high-precision map of the location of material in the
VELO. Using this material map, along with properties of a reconstructed secondary vertex (SV)
and its constituent tracks, a p-value can be assigned to the hypothesis that the SV originates from
a material interaction. This approach was recently used to veto photon conversions to µ+µ− in a
search for dark photons at LHCb [8].2
This analysis uses secondary interactions of hadrons produced in beam-gas collisions collected
during special run periodswhere helium or neon gaswas injected into the beam-crossing region [10].
1LHCb defines its coordinate system as follows: zˆ is along the beam line, where positive z denotes the direction from
the pp-interaction point into the LHCb detector; yˆ is vertical upwards; and xˆ is horizontal and defined such that the
coordinate system is right handed. Polar coordinates, r and φ, are also used in the xy plane.
2Many other experiments have employed alternative strategies for rejecting material-induced backgrounds in searches
for long-lived particles, e.g., see ref. [9].
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Figure 1. (top left) a photograph of one side of the VELO, taken during assembly, showing the silicon
sensors and readout hybrids; (top right) a schematic of both an r and φ sensor, showing the sensor strips
and routing lines; and (bottom) schematics showing the cross section of the xz plane at y = 0, where the
r(φ) sensors are shown with solid blue (dashed red) lines, and an xy view of overlapping sensors in the
closed position. N.b., the modules at positive (negative) x are known as the left or A-side (right or C-side).
Reproduced from [1]. © IOP Publishing Ltd. CC BY 3.0.
In such events, the LHC proton beams collide with the gas molecules producing primary hadrons,
which subsequently scatter off the VELO material producing secondary hadrons that are detected
by LHCb. Material interactions occur along the entire length of the VELO in beam-gas events,
rather than just near the pp-interaction region. A modified tracking configuration that makes no
assumptions about the particle origin points along z is used to reconstruct the particles produced
in the secondary interactions. This article is structured as follows: the VELO detector, beam-gas
data sets, and track and vertex reconstruction algorithms are described in section 2; in section 3, the
material map is presented; the procedure for obtaining material interaction p-values is discussed in
section 4; and section 5 summarizes.
2 Detector and data sets
The LHCb detector is a single-arm spectrometer covering the forward pseudorapidity region of
2 < η < 5 [11]. The detector, which was built to study the decays of hadrons containing b and c
quarks, includes a high-precision charged-particle tracking system, two ring-imaging Cherenkov
detectors, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and a system of muon chambers. The LHCb
collaboration mostly collected pp-collision data at center-of-mass energies of 7 and 8TeV in Run 1
and at 13TeV in Run 2; however, special running periods at alternative energies, using heavy-ion
beams and gaseous targets have also been undertaken.
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Figure 2. Reconstructed SVs in the Run 2 data sample showing the xy plane integrated over z within the
region of the VELO that contains sensor modules. The left (right) panel shows the central (forward) VELO
region. The bins are 0.1mm × 0.1mm in size.
TheVELO is a silicon-microstrip detector that surrounds the pp-interaction region and provides
excellent vertex resolution (see figure 1). During physics data taking, the VELO sensors are moved
to within 7mm of the beam, with the closest active regions only about 8mm in the transverse plane
from the pp collisions. This enables achieving a charged particle impact parameter resolution of
0.035mm for a transverse momentum of pT ≈ 1GeV, and as low as 0.012mm for high-momentum
particles. A detailed description of the VELO performance is provided in ref. [1].
Each VELO half contains 42 silicon-microstrip sensors roughly semi-circular in shape with an
outer radius of 42mm, an excised inner semi-circle of radius 7mm, and a thickness (in z) of 0.3mm.
These sensors are placed into 21 standard modules in r–φ pairs, where each r sensor provides a
radial-coordinate measurement, each φ sensor provides an azimuthal-coordinate measurement, and
themodule location determines the z coordinate. Each half also has two additionalmodules, referred
to as the pile-up system, that only contain an r sensor and are located in the most upstream positions
of the VELO. There is a slight overlap between the two VELO halves to ensure full angular coverage
and to assist in calibration of the detector. Each half is contained in an RF-box, which provides an
independent vacuum from the LHC machine vacuum. The beam-facing surface of the RF-boxes
is the RF-foil, a 0.3mm thick AlMg3 sheet that is corrugated around the modules to minimize the
material traversed by charged particles. The RF-box and RF-foil shield the VELO sensors against
RF pickup from the LHC beams, prevent impedance disruptions of the LHC beams, and protect the
LHC machine vacuum.
A beam-gas imaging systemwas proposed in ref. [12], and developed and commissioned during
Run 1 [10] to enable making high-precision luminosity measurements [13]. This system has since
been repurposed to allow LHCb to collect data as a fixed-gaseous-target experiment. The analysis
presented here uses secondary interactions of hadrons produced in beam-gas collisions collected
during special run periods where helium or neon gas was injected into the beam-crossing region.
Several data samples are used from different running periods: data collected during pp running
in 2011 and 2012 (Run 1) meant for luminosity studies, with beam energies of 3.5 and 4.0TeV,
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Figure 3. Reconstructed SVs in the Run 1 data sample showing the zr plane integrated over φ, where a
positive (negative) r value denotes that the SV is closest to material in the right (left) half of the VELO. The
bins are 0.1mm × 1mm in size. N.b., the inner-most RF-foil region is nearly semi-circular in the xy plane,
which results in sharp edges at smaller r values; however, at large |y | values, the RF-foil is flat producing
SVs at larger values of r which can easily be mistaken as background in the zr projection shown here.
respectively; and data taken during a dedicated proton-helium run in 2016 (Run 2) with a beam
energy of 4.0TeV. Only one LHC beam has a nominally filled bunch slot in all events used in this
study. The data sets were collected using minimum bias triggers.
Since the particles produced in secondary interactions in beam-gas events do not necessarily
originate from near the interaction point or the beam line, the tracks used in this analysis are
reconstructed using a modified tracking configuration that makes no assumptions about the origins
along z of the particles. All reconstructed tracks are required to be of good quality and to have hits
in at least 3 r–φ sensor pairs. The SVs are reconstructed from 3 or more tracks and are required
to be of good quality. Futhermore, the SVs are required to be inconsistent with originating from a
primary beam-gas collision, and only events with exactly one SV are used. In total, the Run 1 and
Run 2 data samples contain 14M and 38M SVs, respectively. Figures 2 and 3 present some displays
of the reconstructed SV locations.
3 Material maps
The VELO closes around the beams at the beginning of each fill with a precision of O(0.01mm) [1].
As stated above, the location of the pp-collision region (beam spot) changes by O(0.1mm) from
year to year, and changed by ≈ 0.5mm between Run 1 and Run 2. Separate VELO material maps
are constructed for Run 1 and Run 2 to also allow for shifts of the VELO module locations relative
to each other or relative to the RF-foil; however, it is found that the VELOmaterial is consistent with
having only moved globally by the amount expected due to the change in the beam spot location,
and only a single map is presented below. This map must be adjusted for the beam-spot location of
each data-taking period when used in an LHCb analysis.
The z positions of the sensors are determined by fitting the observed SV z distributions near
each module location. In these fits, the SVs are required to have r > 7mm and satisfy x > −1.5mm
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(x < 1.5mm) for the left (right) VELO half. These requirements highly suppress contributions
from material interactions in the RF-foil and from beam-induced backgrounds. The fits estimate
the center-of-mass of each sensor in z which is stored as part of the material map. The sensors are
0.3mm thick and a material interaction can occur anywhere along the path of a particle traversing
a sensor. This is accounted for in the material-interaction p-values by assigning an uncertainty to
the true origin point in the sensor. Furthermore, the sensors are tilted, i.e. not aligned at a single z
value. This effect is small compared to the SV resolution;3 therefore, it is accounted for using an
additional uncertainty when determining the p-values, rather than being individually determined
for each sensor. The precision of these SV-based fits in determining the z locations of the sensors
is estimated to be 0.03mm by comparing the distance between the r-sensor and φ-sensor in each
r–φ pair to the values determined by metrology during VELO construction.
Since the manufacturing tolerance of the sensor wafers is only 0.05mm, the nominal wafer
shapes in the transverse plane are used for the sensors; i.e. the shapes of the modules are not varied
in this study, only their locations. The reference point used to define the x and y positions of each
sensor, which is taken to be the center of the module semi-circles nominally at xbeam and ybeam, is
fitted to the observed xy positions using SVs near each sensor in z. Only SVs that are consistent
with originating from an interaction in a module are used in these fits. The xy location of each
module reference point is varied in order to maximize the vertex density that overlaps the module
location.4 The precision of these fits in determining the xy locations of the sensors is estimated to be
0.03mm (in each direction) by comparing the SV-based results to the high-precision software-based
alignment locations.
Figure 4 shows the differences in the x, y, and z locations of each module with respect to
the VELO survey specifications. The largest discrepancies observed in z are ≈ 0.6mm in two of
the pile-up sensors [14], while all standard sensors are consistent with their survey positions to
. 0.3mm [5]. The y positions are all found to be consistent with the survey values to ≈ 0.1mm;
however, one can see that the VELO is not fully closed in x [1]. These observed deviations from
the survey specifications are known from the software alignment procedure and taken into account
during the reconstruction, and reproducing them provides validation of the SV-based approach.
The shape of the RF-foil in the xy-plane is roughly a semi-circle about the origin that transitions
into straight lines that extend out away from the origin at fixed x values. The parametrization
employed here describes these transitions using additional semi-circles (interpolation using bicubic
splines was also tried, but found to provide a worse description of the data). The xy distributions
of SVs are fit in 1mm wide slices in z, where SVs consistent with originating from a module are
removed, and in each of the 1066 slices four parameters are determined. As with the modules, the
thickness of the RF-foil is ignored when building the map, but accounted for as an uncertainty in
the true origin point when determining the material-interaction p-value. The z dependence of each
RF-foil parameter is then fit to the following empirical functions: the y locations of all semi-circles
are found to be well described by simple linear functions, while the remaining parameters are fit
3The resolution on the z positions of the SVs used in this study is ≈ 0.4mm on average. The difference in the z
position of a sensor at different values of r due to tilts is typically . 0.05mm with the largest difference in z being
≈ 0.15mm, determined by the LHCb software-based alignment procedure which does account for tilt.
4Since the module shapes are fixed, moving the location of the reference point results in a translation in xy of the
entire module.
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Figure 4. Differences in the sensor locations relative to the survey specifications. The observed deviations
are known from VELO alignment studies and accounted for during reconstruction.
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Figure 5. Comparison between the RF-foil map at y = 0mm and the description in LHCb simulation.
to a combination of sinusoidal and polynomial functions, except in the forward-most region, i.e. at
large z, where dedicated functions are needed to capture additional structure in the RF-foil. Figure 5
shows an example comparison of the RF-foil map created here to the description of the RF-foil in
the LHCb simulation. The simulation clearly uses a simplified shape — but also one that fails to
describe the sizable deviations from the design shape in the forward-most region.
Figure 6 shows some example comparisons of thematerialmap to the observed SVdistributions.
Overall, the map describes the data well. There are some small discrepancies in the forward-most
region, where some features of the RF-foil are not fully described; however, high precision is not
required in this region, since SVs reconstructed here are less precisely determined due to the large
separation between the modules at large z. Finally, given that the RF-foil is ≈ 0.3mm thick, that its
locations are determined in fits that integrate over z regions that are 1mm wide, and that its shape
varies along the length of the VELO in ways that are not all fully captured by our parametrization
at all z values, an uncertainty of 0.5mm is assigned to the RF-foil location in the xy plane when
vetoing material interactions.
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Figure 6. Example comparisons between the (filled bins) reconstructed SV locations and (red lines) the
material map for: (top) x versus z near y = 0mm; (middle) same as the top but zoomed in on the
0 < z < 100mm region; (bottom left) x versus y near the left-half r sensor at z = 34.4mm; and (bottom
right) x versus y near the right-half φ sensor at z = 49.3mm. For visual clarity: in the top panel, the red
vertical lines denote the center of each sensor, while in the bottom panels only the edges of the sensors are
shown; and in all panels, only the nominal RF-foil position is shown; i.e. the red RF-foil curves do not display
its thickness.
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4 Material probability
In this section, a method is presented that reports a p-value for the hypothesis that the true SV
location is consistent with a point in space occupied by VELO material. The inputs used to
determine this p-value are the 3-D location of the SV and its uncertainty, and the 3-D material
map with the appropriate adjustments for the location of the detector during each fill. Several
possible metrics were considered, with the best performance achieved using the harmonic mean of
uncertainty-weighted material distances
D = 6
[ 6∑
i=1
D−1i
]−1
, (4.1)
where each Di is defined as
Di = min

√(
xim − xsv
σx
)2
+
(
yim − ysv
σy
)2
+
(
zim − zsv
σz
)2  , (4.2)
for a VELOmaterial element described by { ®xm}, given an SV location ®xsv, and uncertainties in each
direction ®σ, which include contributions from both the material and SV locations. The six material
elements considered are the sensors in each VELO half (two sensors), along with the RF-foil in each
half where the positive and negative z directions from the SV z location are considered separately
(four RF-foil elements). Each sensor is represented by its design shape in the xy plane and a z
location with zero thickness. The minimum in the above equation considers the expression in square
brackets for every point on the sensor, taking the smallest value. For the RF-foil, the minima are
found in a conceptually similar way, but 3-D numerical searches are required to find them due to
the complicated shape of the RF-foil.
The expected D distribution can be obtained for any data sample as follows: reconstructed
SVs in the data sample that are close to material can be repeatedly resampled, taking the closest
material point as the true origin and sampling the SV locations according to their uncertainties.
Non-Gaussian effects are accounted for by taking the resampling distributions from simulation,
i.e. the differences in the true and reconstructed SV locations are not assumed to follow Gaussian
distributions with widths given by the SV resolution. Instead these distributions are obtained from
the full LHCb simulation.5 This data-driven approach must be applied for each data sample, since
the D distribution depends strongly on the SV resolution, which is correlated with the decay opening
angle, number of decay products, and other decay-specific features.
Figure 7 shows a validation of this procedure from a search for long-lived dark photons
decaying to dimuon final states [8]. The A′ → µ+µ− candidates are built from muons that are
inconsistent with originating from the pp collision, satisfy stringent muon-identification criteria,
and have pT(µ) > 0.5GeV and p(µ) > 10GeV. To avoid potential bias in the SV locations and their
uncertainties, the following criteria are applied: the first two hits on each muon track are required
to be in an r–φ sensor pair, the first hit on each track is required to be in the first VELO sensor
5The SV-fit χ2 values are required to be good, which highly suppresses the non-Gaussian contributions and mitigates
any potential mismodelling of these effects in the simulation. Additionally, non-Gaussian scattering effects are suppressed
even further in analyses that apply criteria to the consistency of the decay topology.
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Figure 7. The normalized photon conversion p-value distribution obtained using a subsample of data from
an LHCb long-lived dark-photon search [8]. The data are consistent with the photon-conversion hypothesis.
Some example dark-photon distributions are also shown for lifetimes of 1 and 10 ps, showing good separation
between potential exotic signals and photon conversions.
intersected by its trajectory, the first hits on the two muons must be in the same sensor module, the
twomuons cannot share more than 8 hits in the VELO to remove clones, and the SV is required to be
upstream of the first hits on each muon track. The subsample shown in figure 7 uses only candidates
with an SV location at least 5mm from the beam line and with m(µ+µ−) < 0.25GeV to suppress
heavy-flavor and double-misidentified KS → pi+pi− backgrounds. The data are consistent with the
photon-conversion hypothesis. The search presented in ref. [8] applied a mass-dependent criterion
on D that reduced the contribution from conversions to a negligible level, while maintaining good
signal efficiency. This procedure makes it possible to perform nearly background-free searches
for many proposed types of long-lived exotic particles, greatly enhancing the physics discovery
potential cf. simply removing SVs in predefined material regions.
5 Summary
In summary, a study of the LHCb VELO material based on secondary hadronic interactions was
presented, and a high-precision map of the VELO material was built. The analysis used secondary
interactions of hadrons produced in beam-gas collisions collected during special run periods where
helium or neon gas was injected into the beam-crossing region. Material interactions occur along
the entire length of the VELO in such events, rather than just near the pp-interaction region. Using
this material map, along with properties of a reconstructed SV and its constituent tracks, a p-value
can be assigned to the hypothesis that the SV originates from a material interaction. This approach
was recently used to veto photon conversions to µ+µ− in a search for dark photons at LHCb [8].
The procedure makes it possible to perform nearly background-free searches for many proposed
types of long-lived exotic particles.
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